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Special Colloquium

Light for Quantum communication: Narrowband, entangled photon pairs
Gurpreet kaur Gulati
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Host: Mark Wilde
3:30 PM Tuesday, March 20, in 119 Nicholson Hall
• Refreshments served at 3:10 PM in 232 (Library) Nicholson Hall •
Many proposed quantum-photonic networks are based on single photons carrying information
between atomic nodes. An efficient information transfer requires strong interaction between the atoms
and the photons for which the photons should have an appropriate frequency bandwidth and a
temporal shape. In this talk I will present a source of narrowband heralded single photons based on
four wave mixing process in a cold atomic ensemble, and shaping them for interaction with a single
atom.
I will also talk about a research proposal to build a miniaturized, portable, cost effective photon pair
source which is prequisite for quantum repeaters protocol and discuss ways to generate multipartite
entangled states using atoms.

• "On-orbit

Operations and Offline Data Processing of CALET Onboard the ISS", Y. Asaoka, N.
Cannady, M. Cherry, T.G. Guzik, J. Wefel et al., Astroparticle Phys. 100, 29
(2018); https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0927650517303213.

Helical molecules in flatland: chiral recognition, spin-filtering and molecular machines
Karl-Heinz Ernst
Department of Chemistry University in Zürich, Switzerland
Host: Jiandi Zhang
3:30 PM Thursday March 22, in 119 Nicholson Hall
• Refreshments served at 3:10 PM in 232 (Library) Nicholson Hall •
Molecular recognition among chiral molecules on surfaces is of paramount importance in
biomineralization, enantioselective heterogeneous catalysis, and for the separation of
chiral molecules into their two mirror-image isomers (enantiomers) via crystallization or
chromatography. Understanding the principles of molecular recognition in general, however, is a
difficult task and calls for investigation of appropriate model Wsaruym Nsobteelpremise sosei.n
großOes Dningesind popular aphpttp:r//wowwa.fazc.neht/aktueills/feuilltetoh/feamirlie/wibe-eryklaereich-s-... studying intermolecular interactions on ernst_colloquium well-defined solid surfaces, which
allows in particular the use of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Examples of chiral amplification
via the so-called ‘sergeant-and soldiers’ effect as well as manipulation of chiral adsorbates via
inelastic electron tunneling will be presented. In a Pasteur-type experiment at the nanoscale,
molecules that constitute a dimer are spatially separated with a molecular STM tip and their absolute
handedness is determined with submolecular resolution STM. Moreover, we report spin-dependent
filtering of electrons by monolayers of these helical molecules. Finally the first successful electrical
current-driven, unidirectional motion of a synthetic molecule will be presented.

• Khang Pham Awarded LSU Discover Scholar
• Científicos argentinos destacan la "voluntad de vida" de Hawking
• Argentine scientists highlight Hawking's "will to life"
• PhD Alumnus Chad Hanna Talks ‘How Fast can Gravitational Wave Detection get?

• Hearne

Eminent Lecture: "What the #$*! Do We (K)now!? about Quantum Mechanics" by
Carlton Caves (Flyer is attached)
o When: Friday, March 16, 2018 2:30 PM
o Where: Student Union - Royal Cotillion Ballroom - Room 250
Science: “Using technology to understand mental illness” by Alex Cohen from
Psychology Department of LSU (Flyer is attached)
o When: Saturday, March 17, 2018 10:00 AM - 11:15 AM
o Where: Nicholson (James W.) Hall - Room 130

• Saturday

• LaCNS

Seminar:"Understanding Disordered Materials via Unbiased Simulations" by Dr. Tom
Berlijn from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Flyer is attached)
o When: Monday, March 19, 2018 3:00 PM
o Where: 1008B Digital Media Center

